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Double‐Take Availability by Vision Solutions Delivers
Replication Capabilities For HP StoreEasy Storage
Addition of Double‐Take award‐winning technology creates a powerful, turnkey storage system with robust data protection
tools
Irvine, Calif. – August 13, 2013 – Vision Solutions, Inc., a leading provider of data protection and migration software and services,
today announced that its flagship product, Double‐Take Availability, will now be offered for the HP StoreEasy Storage portfolio.
Together, these products give users the data protection tools that they need to ensure high data availability and meet the “always‐
on” imperative of today’s marketplace.
Double‐Take Availability is used by thousands of businesses around the globe to protect hundreds of thousands of physical and
virtual servers, with real‐time replication for high availability (HA), disaster recovery (DR) and remote office/branch office (ROBO)
operations. Its anything‐to‐anything replication capabilities mean enterprises with heterogeneous environments (infrastructure that
includes physical servers, virtualized servers and/or the cloud) can easily move data and applications between these very different
technologies, as well as provide failover of servers in an emergency, in minutes rather than hours or even days.
“Thanks to the Internet, many of today’s businesses operate 24x7,” said Doug Piper, VP of Product Strategy at Vision Solutions.
“Sales, inventory levels, productivity and other critical data are being collected non‐stop. All of these systems are impacted when
disaster strikes. Adding the robust data replication capabilities of our Double‐Take Availability to HP StoreEasy Storage gives
organizations of all sizes an extremely powerful and comprehensive yet affordable means of ensuring their businesses are prepared
for any disaster – natural or man‐made.”
Other features of Double‐Take Availability for HP StoreEasy Storage include:


Agentless operation



Set‐it and forget‐it functionality



Manual or remote installation and configuration



Replication is integrated with enterprise management tools



Write‐order integrity



Ability to manage the entire production environment from a single console

“Interrupted access to file data can drain productivity and choke a growing business,” said Craig Nunes, vice president of marketing,
Storage, HP. "HP StoreEasy Storage with Double‐Take Availability delivers secure file storage and high availability for organizations
seeking 24x7 sanctuary from the unexpected. Business continuity has never been easier or more affordable."
About Vision Solutions (visionsolutions.com)
Vision Solutions® is the premier provider of cloud protection and recovery, high availability, disaster recovery, migration and cross‐
platform data sharing solutions for IBM Power Systems, Windows, Linux, AIX and cloud computing. Vision Solutions’ Double‐
Take®, iTERA™ and MIMIX® solutions make it easy for organizations to adopt cloud‐based disaster recovery strategies, perform
near‐zero downtime migrations without risk, share data in real‐time across platforms and move, protect and restore data,
applications and operating systems of any kind on any combination of physical, virtual or cloud servers. And, not only do our
products eliminate downtime, they continue to evolve alongside the most cutting‐edge technology on the market.
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